APPLICATION FOR GAMING ACTIVITY REVIEW
THE DEUCE LOUNGE AND CASINO
SECTION III – JACKPOTS, CASHPOTS, BONUSES, PROMOTIONS, etc.
1. Name of Proposed Gaming Activity:
Cash for Chips.
2. Name each controlled game that is associated with this gaming activity.
All approved games.
3. Describe any jackpot or any other type of prize awarded.
When players buy into any listed promotional game for a pre-designated dollar amount
ranging from $5 to $100, The Deuce Lounge and Casino will add additional chips ranging
from $10 to $150, to their chip stack. This amount is conditional, based on a player
playing for a minimum of 1 to 4 hours after receiving the additional chips. The range of
cash required, the bonus chips given and the playing time requirement will all be predesignated and posted before the promotion begins in a clear and conspicuous area.

In order to keep track of the bonus casino chip distribution and time of play, a
floor person shall maintain a daily log during the promotional period, which shall
be used to track the time of play for each player that participates. The log shall
contain the player’s name, the current date, time in, time out, and the starting and
ending date of the promotional period in which players may participate in the
Cash for Chips Promotion. Each daily log sheet shall be manually recorded,
tracked, maintained, and stored by The Deuce Lounge and Casino. It is the
player’s responsibility to sign-in at the start of their game with the floor manager,
as well as to sign-out with the floor manager when he/she leaves. Furthermore,
the player must initial their log for credit of time played.
Players shall be required to fulfill the pre-determined and designated time in order
to keep the bonus chips. If the player has lost all of his/her chips before he/she
has fulfilled the required amount of time, including the bonus casino chips, then
he/she has fulfilled the time requirement. In the event that a player has to leave
before the required amount of playing time has been fulfilled, then that player
shall return the entire bonus casino chip amount, or any remaining amount of
chips up to the bonus casino chip amount, as long as he/she has enough left in
play. If the amount of chips left in play does not equal the amount of bonus
casino chips given, The Deuce Lounge and Casino shall not require the player to
pay the difference.
A player shall only be eligible for this gaming activity once per day.
Casino employees are eligible for this gaming activity at any time.

4. If a cash prize is involved, is the amount of the prize progressive (increases) or a fixed
amount?
Fixed amount.
5. Explain if the gaming activity is house funded or player funded.
House funded.
6. Describe any special fee collection involved in this gaming activity, for example, a
jackpot fee collection.
No additional fees.
7. Describe how the jackpot will be seeded and how any prizes will be awarded.
When players buy into any listed promotional game for a pre-designated dollar amount
ranging from $5 to $100, The Deuce Lounge and Casino will add additional chips ranging
from $10 to $150, to their chip stack. This amount is conditional, based on a player
playing for a minimum of 1 to 4 hours after receiving the additional chips. The range of
cash required, the bonus chips given and the playing time requirement will all be predesignated and posted before the promotion begins in a clear and conspicuous area.
8. Explain any prize distribution including prizes given to the winner, loser, or any other
player or patron.
When players buy into any listed promotional game for a pre-designated dollar amount
ranging from $5 to $100, The Deuce Lounge and Casino will add additional chips ranging
from $10 to $150, to their chip stack. This amount is conditional, based on a player
playing for a minimum of 1 to 4 hours after receiving the additional chips. The range of
cash required, the bonus chips given and the playing time requirement will all be predesignated and posted before the promotion begins in a clear and conspicuous area.
9. Explain any re-seeding of the fund once the prize is won.
The Deuce Lounge and Casino will automatically re-seed the prize amount before the
commencement of the promotion.
10. Explain any minimum or maximum number of players required to be dealt into the
game for the table to be eligible for the gaming activity and prize.
No minimum or maximum.
11. Explain if the house is retaining any administrative or any other type of fee for
operating the gaming activity.
No additional fees.

12. Describe any opportunity(s) for a person to play for the prize without placing any live
wagers or paying any table fees.
This is not a promotion that is subject to No Purchase Necessary as it is not a random
chance based promotion. Therefore this question is N/A.
13. Provide copies of any published/proposed promotion or advertisement literature.
None at present, pending approval.
14. Identify any entity or person other than those licensed as the house involved in the
gaming activity.
N/A.
15. Describe the type of table and equipment utilized for the gaming activity.
No additional equipment is needed beyond what is required to run each previously
approved game.

APPLICATION FOR GAMING ACTIVITY REVIEW
THE DEUCE LOUNGE AND CASINO
SECTION III – JACKPOTS, CASHPOTS, BONUSES, PROMOTIONS, etc.
1.

Name of Proposed Gaming Activity:
Cracked Hand.

2.

Name each controlled game that is associated with this gaming activity:
All approved poker games.

3.

Describe any jackpot or any other type of prize awarded:
A pre- designated fixed prize that ranges from $0-$3000 in cash or casino chips. The
pre-designated prize will be displayed visibly at a conspicuous location or locations.

4.

If a cash prize is involved, is the amount of the prize progressive or a fixed amount?
Fixed.

5.

Explain if the gaming activity is house funded or player funded:
House Funded.

6.

Describe any special fee collection involved in this gaming activity, for example, a
jackpot fee collection:
No additional fees.

7.

Describe how the jackpot will be seeded and how any prizes will be awarded:
The prize will be seeded with house funds. 100% of the prize is to be paid to the player
that loses with one of the below qualifying hands. The promotion will be offered only
during a pre-designated time. The pre-designated time will be displayed visibly at a
conspicuous location or locations.
Players that make a hand that contains the specific pair of hole cards, as specified
below, and loses to a better hand will be eligible to win the Cracked Hand promotion
prize amount, as shown below. In order to qualify for the jackpot, the player dealt the
qualifying hand must use both hole cards. Only losing hands that have been Bureau
approved and pre-determined and designated by The Deuce Lounge and Casino are
eligible. Only one of these qualifying hand options shall be offered at any one time that
the Cracked Hand promotion is being offered for play. No combination of the qualifying
hand options shall be offered together at any time that this gaming activity is being
offered. Patrons shall be provided with ample advance notice of which qualifying hand

option is being offered for play. Furthermore, the designated qualifying hand shall be
displayed prominently via printed flyers, digital display, or any other form of
advertisements.
Option A

Losing Hand
Ace – Ace (any suit)

Option B

Losing Hand
King – King (any suit)

Option C

Losing Hand
Queen - Queen (any suit)

8.

Prize Amount
$1 - $3,000
Prize Amount
$1 - $3,000
Prize Amount
$1 - $3,000

Explain any prize distribution including prizes given to the winner, loser, or any other
player or patron:
100% of the prize will be awarded to the player that loses with pre-designated hole
cards.
Example: A common promotion currently in the industry is Aces Cracked. The Deuce
Lounge and Casino might choose to offer Aces Cracked wins $100 (or any other predesignated hand and pre-designated prize amount) during the slow hours from 6am8am. After posting the time frame and the amount offered, any customer during those
hours who is dealt two (2) Aces as their hole cards, and loses with those same cards, will
receive the pre-designated prize amount; in this case $100.

9.

Explain if the house is re-seeding of the fund once the prize is won:
The house will immediately re-seed the prize with a pre-designated fixed amount that
will be displayed visibly at a conspicuous location or locations.

10.

Explain any minimum or maximum number of players required to be dealt into the
game for the table to be eligible for the gaming activity and prize:
No minimum or maximum for limit games. There is a five (5) player minimum and no
maximum for no-limit games.

11.

Explain if the house is retaining any administrative or any other type of fee for
operation the gaming activity:
No additional fees

12.

Describe any opportunity(s) for a person to play for the prize without placing any live
wagers or paying any table fees:

A No Purchase Necessary (NPN) table will be provided upon request. All hands will be
dealt out face up to 9 players. There will be no betting or wagering of any kind. If a
player who is seated at the NPN table qualifies for this or any other NPN promotion, the
player will win the posted amount.
13.

Provide copies of any published/proposed promotion or advertisement literature:
None at present, but fliers, and promotional advertisements will be created upon
approval.

14.

Identify any entity or person other than those licensed as the house involved in the
gaming activity:
N/A

15.

Describe the type of table and equipment utilized for the gaming activity:
A standard poker table that is common in the industry. Playing cards, poker chips,
dealer button, and cut card. All equipment used is identical to what we currently offer
in our poker games.
Eligibility
This gaming activity will be open to all players who are seated and playing at an above
listed game during the pre-determined and specified hours designated for the gaming
activity.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

There is no minimum or maximum number of players required to be dealt in during
a qualifying game in order for players to be eligible and the table to qualify for the
jackpot.
When a qualifying hand is announced, a floor person will verify that both hands
qualify. Any deviation from a standard deck will nullify the promotion.
In order to qualify for the promotion, the player must complete the applicable bets
on each round and. If the player goes all-in, this is considered to have completed all
bets.
In order to qualify for the promotion, the player must lose the hand at the
showdown, after the final round of betting.
In the event that during a round of play, two or more players have qualifying hands,
each qualifying hand will receive the full amount of the jackpot.
The promotion will not be valid during tournament play and is only valid during live
game play.
Casino employees are eligible to participate at all times.
All procedures, times, qualifying hands, and prize amounts must be displayed
prominently via any form of advertising that The Deuce Lounge and Casino wishes
to use, including but not limited to printed flyers, digital display, the Casino’s
website, etc.

APPLICATION FOR GAMING ACTIVITY REVIEW
THE DEUCE LOUNGE AND CASINO
SECTION III – JACKPOTS, CASHPOTS, BONUSES, PROMOTIONS, etc.
1.

Name of Proposed Gaming Activity:
High Hand Awards.

2.

Name each controlled game that is associated with this gaming activity:
All approved poker games.

3.

Describe any Jackpot or any other type of prize awarded:
Prizes will be awarded to any player that is dealt a hand in a pre-designated approved poker
game and that hand also remains the highest hand in value dealt during a pre-designated time
frame.
These time frames, eligible games, and prize amounts will be displayed prominently and
conspicuously with an amount ranging from $10 to $10,000. This dollar amount may also be in
the form of food, prizes or merchandise, as long as it is designated as such beforehand.

4.

If a cash prize is involved, is the amount progressive or a fixed amount?
Fixed amount.

5.

Explain if the gaming activity is House funded or player funded:
House funded.

6.

Describe any special fee collection involved in this gaming activity, for example, a Jackpot
collection fee.
There will be no additional fees collected.

7.

Describe how the Jackpot will be seeded and how prizes will be awarded.
When a player is dealt a hand in a pre-designated approved poker game, and it remains the
highest hand in value (according to traditional poker rankings) in the pre-designated time
period, the player will receive 100% of the prize amount (except in the event of a tie, which will
be split equally among the winners. In the event that the prize cannot be split, such as with
merchandise, the winner will be awarded to whoever received the hand first). If no player
makes a posted minimum qualifying hand (as specified below), within the promotional period,
no prize is awarded.
These time frames, eligible games, and prize amounts will be displayed prominently and
conspicuously with an amount ranging from $10 to $10,000. This dollar amount may also be in
the form of food, prizes or merchandise, as long as it is designated as such beforehand.

A player who makes one of the following minimum qualifying hands or higher during a predetermined and posted time period shall be awarded with the posted prize amount. Only one
of the following minimum qualifying hands may be offered at any one time that the High Hand
Awards promotion is being offered for play. The following minimum qualifying hand options
shall not be offered together at any time nor may any combination of the different minimum
qualifying hand options be offered together at any time that this gaming activity is being
offered. Patrons shall be provided with ample advance notice of which minimum qualifying
hand option that is being offered for play, as well as the requirement for the qualifying hand.
Furthermore, the minimum qualifying hand shall be displayed prominently within The Deuce
Lounge and Casino at all times the High Hand Awards promotion is being offered for play.
Option A

Option B

Option C

Qualifying Hand
Flush
Qualifying Hand
Full House
Qualifying Hand
Four of a Kind

Customers must be present to win. In the event that a customer is not present, there will be no
prize given for that time period. All pending High Hand prizes are non-transferable. A valid ID is
not required. However, the player must provide a signature on a Prize Agreement Form (or
equivalent).
The casino reserves the right to cancel this promotion at any time.
Casino employees are eligible to participate in the jackpot as long as they are playing while they
are off-duty and have their badge removed.
Tournament games do not qualify for the promotion.
There is no restriction to the number of times a player is eligible for this promotion. All players
shall be eligible for this promotion as often as it is offered.
8.

Explain any prize distribution including prizes given to the winner, loser, or any other player or
patron.
All prize distributions will be pre-designated and prominently displayed. All prizes will be
awarded 100% of the amount to the specific player(s) that hits the specific high hand.

9.

Explain any re-seeding of the fund once the prize is won.
Casino will re-seed as needed if the casino opts to continue the promotion. Promotion may be
canceled at any time.

10.

Explain any minimum or maximum number of players required to be dealt into the game for
the table to be eligible for the gaming and activity prize.
A minimum of two, as is required for all poker games.

11.

Explain if the house is retaining any administrative or any other type of fee operating the
game activity.
No additional fees

12.

Describe any opportunity(s) for the person to play for the prize without placing any live
wagers or paying any table fees.
All customers are able to play for the listed prize amount by way of No Purchase Necessary
(NPN) rules. For all approved poker games, a player wishing to play for NPN will be seated at a
designated NPN table and a dealer will be assigned to deal the requested game by the patron.
The patron will choose a seat and the dealer will deal a full handed game with all cards being
delivered face up. If the patron is dealt a qualifying high hand in their selected seat, and it
remains the highest hand in the pre-designated time period, they will be awarded 100% of the
posted prize. There is no collection taken, nor wagers of any kind, and the patron may play for
as long as they wish with no restrictions.

13.

Provide copies of any published/proposed promotion or advertisement literature.
Advertisements will be created after approval of the promotion.

14.

Identify any entity or person other than those licensed as the house involved in the gaming
activity.
N/A

15.

Describe the type of table and equipment utilized for the gaming activity.
No additional equipment is needed beyond what is required to run each previously approved
game. The only additional equipment will consist of a display board listing the current High
Hand for customers to view.

Application for Gaming Activity Review
Section II – Tournaments or Special Events
1.

Name of Tournament or Special Event.

•

Poker Tournaments

2. Name of controlled game(s) to be offered during the Tournament or Special Event.
•

All approved versions of Texas Hold’em, Texas Hold’em High/Low Split, Omaha, Omaha
High/Low Split, Pineapple, Pineapple High/Low Split, Crazy Pineapple, Pan, and Mexican Stud.

3. Attach a copy of the application and fees submitted to the California Gambling Control
Commission for any additional temporary tables related to this gaming activity.
•

N/A

4. Location of event within the gambling establishment.
•

N/A

5. Gaming activity(ies) to be offered during Tournament or Special Event.
The Deuce Lounge and Casino would like the option to offer the following promotions on the
condition that patrons will be aptly notified via flyers, advertisements, etc. prior to the
commencement of the tournament:
•

1

Splash the Pot
• Rules of Play: The Splash the Pot Promotion involves a drawing where a bin, basket, or
other non-electronic randomizer will be used. During pre-determined times and
intervals of the tournament, a casino key employee will announce the commencement
of the drawing. The casino key employee will then select a table by randomly choosing
a card or other lamer from the randomizer. A card or lamer will depict a number that
corresponds to each eligible poker table currently being used in the tournament. The
cards or lamers, which are equally sized and colored, will be mixed within the
randomizer. Then, one will be selected. Once that table number is determined, the
house dealer on the drawn table will be instructed to finish the hand they are currently
dealing. The key employee will place the pre-designated prize in the center of the table.
No new players may enter the game in between these hands. The dealer will then deal
the next hand. The player with the winning hand will win the pot of tournament chips
and the added prize in the center of the table. In the event of a tie, the winning players
will split the prize evenly when the prize is designated as cash. If the prize is an item or

•

•

•
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merchandise, the winners of the hand will be dealt one more hand. During this hand of
play, there will be no betting. The highest hand wins the prize, but not the pot, as that
would have already been split according to the rules previously approved by the Bureau.
Prize: The Splash the Pot Promotion features a fixed prize element. The player who
wins the hand at the randomly selected table will receive a prize ranging in value from
$1 to $1,000 in the form of cash, casino chips, or other promotional items such as
electronic devices, merchandise, or as pre-designated by the casino. Prize amounts will
be pre-determined and posted before being offered. The prize is funded by the Casino.
Eligibility
o There is not a minimum or maximum number of players required to be playing in a
game in order for the table to qualify for the drawing.
o If a table number has been drawn, it will remain eligible for future drawings.
o The drawing times will be pre-determined, but not posted during the tournament.
These times will be listed on a card, time stamped at the cage, and placed in the key
employee’s care.
o For the drawing, the player must be seated and participating at a pre-determined
and designated tournament game in order to be eligible to win.
o All procedures and prize amounts must be displayed prominently via any form of
advertising that the Deuce Lounge and Casino wishes to utilize, including but not
limited to printed flyers, digital display, the Casino=s website, etc.

Lucky Drawing
• Rules of Play: The Lucky Drawing Promotion involves a random drawing where a bin or
other randomizer will be used. During pre-determined times and intervals of the
promotion, Casino staff will announce the commencement of the drawing and collect player
rewards tickets from each player seated at the eligible tournament game. Tickets will be
collected over the course of the promotion and stored for the duration or collected at predetermined times. Those tickets will then be placed in the drawing bin and will be rotated.
Once the tickets are thoroughly mixed, a casino employee will randomly draw one ticket
from the bin. The player who has their ticket drawn will be awarded the posted prize. If a
ticket is drawn and the winner of the drawing is not present, the ticket will be placed back in
the drawing bin and another will be drawn. This process will occur until a winner is selected
and present to claim their prize. If tickets are used, they will not be returned.
• Prize: The Lucky Drawing Promotion features a fixed prize element. The player who has
their ticket randomly selected will receive a prize ranging in value from $25 to $50,000 in
the form of cash, casino chips, or other promotional items such vehicles, electronic devices,
trips, etc. Prize amounts will be pre-determined and posted before being offered. The prize
is funded by the casino.
• Eligibility:
o The promotion will be open to all players who participate in an eligible game during the
pre-determined and specified hours designated for the promotion. The prizes will be
awarded to players when their ticket has been randomly selected during a predetermined and posted time period.
o The drawing times will be pre-determined and posted in advance during the
tournament.
o For the drawing, the player must be seated and participating at a pre-determined and
designated game in order to be eligible to win. Furthermore, players may be required to

o

o
o
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participate in an eligible game for a pre-determined and designated period of time in
order to qualify.
A player will be eligible to receive one ticket during pre-determined times and intervals
during the tournament such as hourly, daily, weekly, etc. The distribution times, based
on time of play, will be pre-determined and posted in advance prior to the promotion
being offered.
There is no minimum or maximum number of players required to be playing in a
designated game in order for the table or a player to be eligible for the promotion.
All procedures, times, and cash amounts will be displayed prominently via printed flyers,
digital display, and any other forms of advertisements.

•

Cracked Hand Promotion: (on Texas Hold’em tournaments only)
• Rules of Play
The Cracked Hand Promotion features a fixed promotional prize element attached to
the Poker Tournaments on Texas Hold’em games. A prize is awarded to a player
participating in a tournament game when a designated second hand is beaten by a
better qualifying hand at the showdown. A player that receives the qualifying losing
hand will receive a fixed cash amount ranging from $25 to $2,000. In all instances,
patrons will be provided with ample advance notice of the posted promotional prize for
the game in which they are playing.
• Qualifying Hands
Players that make a hand that contains the specific pair of “Pocket Aces,” “Pocket
Kings,” or “Pocket Queens” and loses to a better hand will be eligible to win the Cracked
Hand promotion prize amount, as shown below. Only one qualifying hand may be used
during any one tournament.
• Eligibility
o In order to qualify for the promotion, the player must use both hole cards
o In order to qualify for the promotion, the player must complete the applicable bets
on each round. If the player goes “all-in,” this is considered to have completed all
bets.
o In order to qualify for the promotion, the player must lose the hand on the
showdown, after the final round of betting.
o There is no minimum or maximum number of players required at the table to qualify
for the promotion during tournament games.
o All procedures, times and cash amounts will be displayed prominently via printed
flyers, digital display, and any other forms of advertisements.

•

High Hand
• Rules of Play: When a player obtains a potential high hand during a tournament, a
designated gambling establishment employee verifies the hand then posts the table, seat
number, name, and details of the high hand on a white panel located in the poker section of
the gambling establishment. The former high hand, if any, would then be erased. At the
end of the tournament, the winner(s) listed as having the high hand would be announced.
• Prize: The player who is determined to have the highest hand during the tournament shall
be awarded a prize ranging in value of $50 to $500 in the form of cash, chips, casino
merchandise, and/or tournament entry. The prize shall be funded by the casino.

•

Eligibility:
o Winners must be present to win, but are not required to be playing in a game.
o In the event of a tie, the prize is divided equally among the winners.
o There is no minimum or maximum number of players required to be playing at a table in
order for the player to be eligible.
o All procedures, times, and cash amounts will be displayed prominently via printed flyers,
digital display, and any other forms of advertisements.

•

All promotions that are offered during the tournament are subject to NPN conditions. At any
player’s request, a table will be used to satisfy the NPN requirements. A dealer will deal all cards
face up to a full handed table. If the hand that is dealt to the player who is requesting the NPN
table, that player will receive the listed prize. In the event of the Splash the Pot and Lucky
Drawing promotions, the NPN table will be designated as an eligible table at a player’s request.

•

Bounties: “Bounty” targets are tournament players who are selected prior to the start of the
tournament. During the play of a tournament, either a single player or multiple players in a
tournament may be designated as “bounty” targets. If a “bounty” target player loses all of their
tournament chips during a hand of play and is eliminated from the tournament, the winner of
that hand will win a pre-determined and designated amount of money ranging in value between
$5 and $5,000. The “bounty” money may be deducted from the tournament prize pool or may
be guaranteed and paid for by Deuce Lounge and Casino Casino. Patrons shall be given notice of
how the activity will be funded prior to the tournament being offered.

6. Tournament structure (Including Buy-Ins, Re-Buys, Add-Ons, etc.)
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•

Method of Entry:
o Tournament entry is open to all customers.
o The specific structure shall be made available to patrons prior to the start of the
tournament. The structure of a tournament shall not change once sign-ups begin.
o Promotional materials shall not advertise gender-based discounts nor imply a genderbased entrance policy.
o Patrons may enter a tournament by paying a buy-in, entry fee, any other applicable fees
as determined by Deuce Lounge and Casino Casino, winning a previous tournament, or
winning their entry from a promotion at the casino. All fees, prices charged, and the
amount of tournament chips provided shall be equal and posted for all players.
o All gaming activities and/or promotions must be approved by the Bureau prior to being
offered for play during tournaments.
o More than one method of entry for a specific tournament may be utilized.

•

Buy-in: $0-$500,000

•

Entry Fee: $0-1,000

o

The Entry Fee shall be retained by Deuce Lounge and Casino to offset the cost of
operating the tournament. This fee shall not be included in the tournament prize pool.

•

Re-buy: $0-$500,000/1 time – unlimited times

•

Add-on: $0-$500,000/1 time – unlimited times

•

Service Fee/Service Charge: $0-$1,000
o The Service Fee shall be retained by Deuce Lounge and Casino and used exclusively to
pay tournament staff, make upgrades to equipment, advertisements, etc. that directly
benefit the tournament area and/or its presentation . This is an optional fee that
tournament entrants may pay in exchange for additional tournament chips. This fee
shall not be included in the tournament prize pool.

•

Dealer Appreciation Fee/Dealer Charge: $0-$1,000
o The Dealer Appreciation Fee shall be retained by Deuce Lounge and Casino and used
exclusively to pay tournament dealers. This will be an optional fee that tournament
entrants may pay in exchange for additional tournament chips. This fee shall not be
included in the prize pool.

•

At any time, Deuce Lounge and Casino may offer a charity tournament that would include other
organizations. These organizations will be reputable and federally recognized as non-profit or
charity organizations.

•

Deuce Lounge and Casino Casino may offer a single tournament over several days, allowing buyins each of those days, with prior notice to its customers. In the event of this occurrence, each
day of entry will be designated as a qualifier and a pre-determined and designated amount of
players for each day will be invited back for a final day. Payout structure will be based on total
number of entrants.

•

Deuce Lounge and Casino Casino may offer a team tournament format where entry is granted in
the same manner as individual entry. Team member would alternate equally at every predesignated and determined intervals and each team will consist of an equal number of players.
For simplicity, the price to enter will be listed as per team and not per individual.

7. Prize amount; source of funds.
•
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The prizes will be the cumulative amount of buy-ins, re-buys and add-ons. The prizes may also
be guaranteed, with any shortfall being covered by the casino.

8. Prize structure.
•

When the prize amount is based off of buy-ins, re-buys, and add-ons, the payouts will be a
percentage. Attached are the prize payout options that will be selected by the casino and made
available to all patrons prior to the commencement of the tournament (see attached).

•

When the prize amount is guaranteed, the payouts will be a cash value ranging from $100 $100,000. The cash will be paid to players from the buy-ins, re-buys, and add-ons. If there is not
enough cash to cover the guaranteed prize amount, the casino will fund the difference.

•

Deuce Lounge and Casino may guarantee a tournament prize pool amount, ranging in value
from $1 to $100,000 in the form of a pre-determined and designated non-cash item. In this case,
the cost of the non-cash prize shall either be fully funded by Deuce Lounge and Casino or
reimbursed from the player(s) buy-ins, re-buys, and add-ons in an amount equivalent to the cash
value of the non-cash prize. However, if the total of the player(s) buy-ins, re-buys, and add-ons
exceeds the value of the non-cash prize, the excess amount of money exceeding the value of the
non-cash prize shall also be awarded to the winning player(s). If the total of the buy-ins plus the
re-buys and add-ons (if applicable) does not equal the value of the non-cash prize, Deuce Lounge
and Casino shall cover the shortfall.

9. Amount of any administrative or other type of fee retained by the house for operating the
Tournament or Special Event.
•

The casino will collect an entry fee of $0-$1,000.

10. Provide copies of any published/proposed promotions or advertisement literature related to
this Tournament or Special Event.
•

N/A

11. Identify any entity or person, other than those licensed as the house, involved in the
tournament.
•
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N/A

APPLICATION FOR GAMING ACTIVITY REVIEW
THE DEUCE LOUNGE AND CASINO
SECTION III – JACKPOTS, CASHPOTS, BONUSES, PROMOTIONS, etc.
1. Name of Proposed Gaming Activity:
Splash the Pot
2. Name each controlled game that is associated with this gaming activity.
All approved Poker Games are eligible at The Deuce Lounge and Casino.
The Splash the Pot promotion shall be attached to all of the game limits and versions of the
approved games offered at The Deuce Lounge and Casino, as shown below, while this gaming
activity is being offered for play.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Texas Hold’em
Texas Hold’em High/Low Split
Omaha
Omaha High/Low Split
Pineapple
Pineapple High/Low Split
Crazy Pineapple
Mexican Stud Poker
3. Describe any jackpot or any other type of prize awarded.
A cash prize with a pre-designated value ranging from $1 to $1,000. Prizes may also be
in the form of casino chips, merchandise, CD’s, DVD’s, books, etc.
4. If a cash prize is involved, is the amount of the prize progressive (increases) or a fixed
amount?
Fixed.
5. Explain if the gaming activity is house funded or player funded.
House funded.
6. Describe any special fee collection involved in this gaming activity, for example, a
jackpot fee collection.
No additional fees.

7. Describe how the jackpot will be seeded and how any prizes will be awarded.
The Deuce Lounge and Casino will determine a prize amount and display this clearly on
applicable fliers/advertisements in conspicuous location(s) before commencement of
the promotion. The prize will be awarded to pre-designated gaming tables at predetermined times via a barrel or other suitable non-electronic randomizer with the
eligible table numbers placed inside. The casino key employee shall then select an
eligible table by randomly choosing a card or other lamer from the randomizer. A card
or lamer shall depict a number that corresponds to each eligible poker table. The cards
or lamers, which are pre-printed, equally sized and colored, shall be mixed within the
randomizer.
At the pre-determined time, the key employee on duty will draw (or supervise the
drawing of) a table number. Once that table number is determined, the dealer on the
drawn table will be instructed to finish the hand they are on. The key employee will
place the pre-designated prize in the center of the table. (No new players may enter the
game in between these hands)
The Deuce Lounge and Casino will at times make the selected drawing time(s) secret to
the customers. This is to prevent the customers from only playing on a table for the
exact time in question and then ceasing play the moment that the Splash the Pot
promotion concludes. In the event that the times will not be displayed to the
customers, they will still be pre-determined. These times will be listed on a card, time
stamped at the cage, and placed in the key employee’s care. If at any time a DOJ agent
wishes to see the pre-determined drawing times, the key employee on duty will
produce this time stamped document.
The dealer will then deal the next hand. The player with the winning hand also wins the
prize in the center of the table.
In the event of a tie, the winning players will split the prize evenly when the prize is
designated as cash. If the prize is merchandise or an item (Dvd’s, cd’s, books, etc.) then
the winners of the hand will be dealt one more hand, of the poker game currently being
played, with no betting involved, and the highest hand wins the prize (but not the pot,
as that would have already been split according to standard poker rules). There will be
no new collection taken for this tie-breaker hand.
On the hand and table that the Splash the Pot promotion occurs, no other promotion is
attached to that outcome. For example, if a customer also gets a high hand as well as
winning the Splash the Pot, they would only be eligible for the Splash the Pot.
Casino employees are eligible to participate in the promotion at all times.
8. Explain any prize distribution including prizes given to the winner, loser, or any other
player or patron.
The player on the table with the highest valued hand, according to the game in
question, wins the pre-determined prize. In the event of a tie, the prize is split amongst

the eligible winners if it is cash, and a second hand will be dealt when the prize is predesignated as an item. There is no extra collection taken for a tie-breaker hand.
9. Explain any re-seeding of the fund once the prize is won.
The Deuce Lounge and Casino will automatically reseed the prize at the pre-designated
amount.
10. Explain any minimum or maximum number of players required to be dealt into the
game for the table to be eligible for the gaming activity and prize.
No minimum or maximum.
11. Explain if the house is retaining any administrative or any other type of fee for
operating the gaming activity.
No additional fees.
12. Describe any opportunity(s) for a person to play for the prize without placing any live
wagers or paying any table fees.
A No Purchase Necessary table will be made available to any customer upon request.
(See attached.)
13. Provide copies of any published/proposed promotion or advertisement literature.
None at present but fliers will be distributed outlining details upon approval.
14. Identify any entity or person other than those licensed as the house involved in the
gaming activity.
N/A.
15. Describe the type of table and equipment utilized for the gaming activity.
Barrel or other suitable non-electronic randomizer. Tickets designating table numbers.
Standard poker table that is common in the industry. Poker chips, playing cards, dealer
button and dealer cut card.

APPLICATION FOR GAMING ACTIVITY REVIEW
THE DEUCE LOUNGE AND CASINO
SECTION III – JACKPOTS, CASHPOTS, BONUSES, PROMOTIONS, etc.
1. Name of Proposed Gaming Activity:
Will Play for Food.
2. Name each controlled game that is associated with this gaming activity.
All approved games. This is a casino-wide promotion.
3. Describe any jackpot or any other type of prize awarded.
Players will be awarded cash, food or merchandise ranging in value from <$1 to $100.
This is awarded if the player plays in a game pre-selected by The Deuce Lounge and
Casino between pre-designated hours for the purposes of promoting said game.
4. If a cash prize is involved, is the amount of the prize progressive (increases) or a fixed
amount?
Fixed.
5. Explain if the gaming activity is house funded or player funded.
House funded.
6. Describe any special fee collection involved in this gaming activity, for example, a
jackpot fee collection.
None.
7. Describe how the jackpot will be seeded and how any prizes will be awarded.
All cash, food or merchandise is awarded by The Deuce Lounge and Casino
All cash, food, merchandise, times, dates and games will be pre-designated by The
Deuce Lounge and Casino before commencement of this promotion. The Deuce Lounge
and Casino reserves the right to cancel this promotion at any time.
If a patron meets the requirements of the listed conditions, that customer receives the
prize awarded.

Specific Game- Specific Food
During a pre-determined and posted promotional period, The Deuce Lounge and Casino
will offer a discounted or free meal to players who play at a specific pre-determined and
posted game at a pre-determined and posted time. After the qualifications have been
met and verified by Casino personnel, the player shall then receive the posted food
item(s).
For example, The Deuce Lounge and Casino opts to promote their Mexican Stud Poker
game and offers a free Mexican food plate special for seated players who are present at
6p. Any player who sits at the table and begins player (thus meeting the conditions)
receives the listed food prize.
Player’s Menu Discount
During a pre-determined and posted promotional time period, The Deuce Lounge and
Casino will offer a discount on a Player’s Menu for all players seated and playing at any
live game in the Casino.
As a second example, The Deuce Lounge and Casino opts to put a discount on a “player’s
menu” for the entire casino. As long as the player is sitting in a live game, they will
receive this discount on their food order.
Complimentary Food
Complimentary food may be offered during a pre-determined and designated time
period, at the discretion of Casino personnel based on unusual circumstances.
The Deuce Lounge and Casino reserves the right to offer a complimentary meal to select
players at the floor supervisor’s discretion based on customer service circumstances.
Food for Time Played
During a pre-determined and posted promotional period, The Deuce Lounge and Casino
will offer a discounted or free meal from the Player’s Menu to players who play for a
pre-determined and posted amount of time, ranging from fifteen minutes to four hours.
After the player’s time has been verified by casino personnel, the player can then select
a free food item from the Player’s Menu. Players may qualify for this promotion no
more than three times in a twenty four hour period. When a player requests a
discounted or free menu item, their qualifying time will be re-set to zero, and a new
qualifying time period will begin.
8. Explain any prize distribution including prizes given to the winner, loser, or any other
player or patron.
There are no winners or losers in this promotion.
9. Explain any re-seeding of the fund once the prize is won.
All cash, food or merchandise is awarded by The Deuce Lounge and Casino.

10. Explain any minimum or maximum number of players required to be dealt into the
game for the table to be eligible for the gaming activity and prize.
Two is required. Third Party Providers are not eligible for this promotion. Players can
qualify for no more than one discounted or free menu item at a time.
Casino employees are eligible for this promotion at any time.
11. Explain if the house is retaining any administrative or any other type of fee for
operating the gaming activity.
None.
12. Describe any opportunity(s) for a person to play for the prize without placing any live
wagers or paying any table fees.
This promotion is not subject to NPN conditions since it is not based upon winning or
losing hands. Chance is not a factor in this promotion.
13. Provide copies of any published/proposed promotion or advertisement literature.
There are none at present, pending approval.
14. Identify any entity or person other than those licensed as the house involved in the
gaming activity.
None.
15. Describe the type of table and equipment utilized for the gaming activity.
No additional equipment is necessary other than what is required to operate the game
that The Deuce Lounge and Casino wishes to promote.

